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"UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

MAR 2 1978 

Mr. C. Eicheldinger, Manager 
Nuclear Safety Department f,,:, ,- .  
Westinghouse Electric Corporation ..  
P. 0. Box 355 C. L. . .

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 PW' 2.u &.7 

Dear Mr. Eicheldinger: 

SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION OF WCAP-7832 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has completed its review of 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation report WCAP-7832 entitled "Evaluation 
of Steam Generator Tube, Tube Sheet, and Divider Plate Under Combined 
LOCA Plus SSE Condition." Our safety evaluation is enclosed.  

As a result of our review we have concluded that for the Model D and 
Series 51 Westinghouse steam generators, the maximum stresses in new 
tube bundles, tube sheets and divider plates for combined seismic and 
LOCA loads (except pipe ruptures in steam generator compartments) are 
less than limiting stresses in ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
Section III, Appendix F, and are therefore acceptable. The exclusion of 
loads caused by reactor coolant pipe rupture in steam generator compart
ments must be justified in individual applications. We have also 
concluded that service-exposed tubes containing defects caused by localized 
corrosion near the tube sheet will maintain their integrity during 
combined seismic and LOCA loading provided the remaining wall thickness 
for tubes thinned by wastage is at least 72% of the original nominal 
wall thickness and the length of through-wall cracks is less than the 
critical crack length. In Model D steam generators, the critical crack 
length is 0.64 inches for tubes with nominal wall thickness and 0.38 
inches for tubes with 72% of the nominal wall thickness when subjected to 
maximum expected pressure differential of 1485 psi. The acceptability 
of larger defects or other types of defects in service-exposed steam 
generators, such as denting in tubes, wastage and cracks at support 
plates, and cracks in tube U-bends must be determined by further analyses 
or experiments within the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.121, "Bases 
for Plugging Degraded Steam Generator Tubes.  

The use of the BLODWN-2 computer code for obtaining the primary side 
pressure response in the steam generator was reviewed. The BLODWN-2 
code is acceptable for this use provided (1) the code is modified to 
use the correct sonicvelocity and the correct radial transport distance 
in the pressure vessel lower plenum, and (2) a break opening time of 
1 millisecond is used.
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Accordingly, WCAP-7832 is acceptable for referencing to support the 
above conclusions. We do not intend to repeat our review of WCAP-7832 
when it appears as a reference in a particular license application 
except to assure that the steam generator design and tube defects are 
similar to those described in this report.  

In accordance with established procedure, we request that within three 
months of receiving this letter, you issue a revised version of WCAP-7832 
to include this acceptance letter and additional information submitted 
during the review.  

Sincerely, 

John F. Stolz, Chief 
Light Water Reactors Branch No. 1 
Division of Project Management 

Enclosure: 
As stated

cc: D. Rawlins
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TOPICAL REPORT EVALUATION 

Report No: WCAP7832 
Report Title: Evaluation of Steam Generator Tube, Tube Sheet and Divider 

Plate Under Combined LOCA plus SSE Conditions.  
Report Date: Dec. 1973 
Supplement 1: Oct. 1974 
Supplement 2: Dec. 1975 
Originating Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp.  

SUMMARY OF TOPICAL REPORT 

This report describes the structural analysis of tubes, tubesheet and 

divider plate of 51-Series and Model D Westinghouse steam generators 

when subjected to combined LOCA and SSE loading. The objective of this 

analysis was to demonstrate that the maximum stresses in these components 

fall within ASME B & PV ,Code Section III allowable limits when subjected 

to these loading conditions.  

The hydraulic forces acting on these components consisted of two types: 

1. Forces on the steam-generator internals due to rupture of a main 

coolant pipe. The pipe break used for this analysis was a double 

ended coolant pipe rupture, located in the crossover leg immediately 

outside the steam generator coolant outlet nozzle. These forces 

were derived from pressure-time histories calculated by the computer 

program BLODWN-2.  

2. Forces on the internals due to motion of the steam generator caused 

by the LOCA forces acting on the entire reactor coolant system. The 

program SATAN-V is used to calculate the pressure-time histories at 

various points in the broken and unbroken loops, which are then used 

as input into the program STHRUST from which the system external 

force-histories are calculated. These histories are then introduced
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into the programs FIXFM and WESTDYN-7 which calculate the dynamic 

response (displacement histories) of the reactor coolant system. The 

displacement history of the steam-generator is then applied to a model 

of the generator which includes the tube bundle, tube sheet and divider 

plate, from which the internal force histories acting on these elements 

are obtained.  

The SSE loads are specified by an envelope of the floor response spectra 

at elevations in the reactor containment building corresponding to the 

upper and lower supports on the steam generator. The peak spectral 

acceleration was specified as 2.75 g's using damping of 1%. Both hori

zontal and vertical earthquake motion were assured in the analysis.  

Following is a description of the analysis of the three components.  

1. Analysis of the tube bundle.  

This analysis was performed by subjecting a model of the largest 

radius tube in the bundle to the loading described above, plus dead

weight. The analysis used the computer program STASYS which performs 

static and dynamic analysis of elastic beam type structures. The 

tube was assumed to have experienced thinning of 3 mils due to 

erosion after 40 years of service (this does not include the local 

corrosion due to sludge deposits and local chemical hydraulic 

interaction).  

The largest primary membrane stress intensity is based on the highest 

pressure difference (internal minus external), which exists before 

the dynamic loading is applied. The largest primary-membrane-plus

primary-bending stress intensity was calculated by superimposing
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absolutely the combined LOCA effects and the SSE effect. Both 

intensities were found to be below the limits for elastic system 

analysis prescribed by the ASME Section III Appendix F criteria.  

The largest effect was determined to be due to the variation of 

internal pressure. The effect due to the system motion was shown 

to be much smaller while the effect due to SSE was found to be of 

a secondary nature (about 10% of the total effect). Other loads 

were also included in the analysis such as fluid centrifugal forces 

and fluid friction in the U-tube reiion. These were found to be 

negligible. Likewise, effects due to flow induced vibration were 

also found to be negligible.  

Other effects which influence tube integrity were also investigated 

as follows: 

a. The critical crack length for non-thinned D-Series tubes was 

calculated as .64 in., based on a high ductility fracture mechanics 

method developed at the Battele Memorial Institute, and a maximum 

expected pressure differential of 1485 psi. For maximum uniformly 

thinned tubes the critical length was calculated as .38 in. when 

subjected to the same pressure differential.  

b. A parametric study was performed to determine the margins of uniform 

tube wall thinning due to degradation which could be tolerated 

without exceeding Faulted Condition stress limits. For D-Series 

tubing of .75 in. nominal diameter and .036 in. minimum thickness 

a decrease to a minimum wall thickness of .026 in. was found to 

be tolerable. For 51-Series tubing of .875 in. nominal diameter
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and .050 nominal wall thickness the minimum wall thickness was 

found to be .021 in.  

c, The external collapse pressure for straight tubes of nominal wall 

thickness was investigated analyticallly and experimentally. For 

D-Series tubing at 6000 F and maximum allowable--5% ovality this 

pressure was determined to exceed by 23% the maximum differential 

pressure existing across the tubes subsequent to blowdown.  

2. Tube sheet analysis 

The analysis of the Model D tube sheet under the LOCA loading was 

performed by using the computer program ANSYS. The model used was 

a three dimensional finite element elastic model of the channel 

head, divider plate, tube sheet and stud barrel. The pressure loading 

which was applied to this model originated from the hydraulic 

analysis described above. The maximum pressure differential was 

amplified by a load factor of 2, and applied statically to the 

model. The maximum primary membrane and primary membrane-plus

bending stresses were found to be well below the Appendix F allowables 

for elastic system/elastic component analysis. Stresses due to 

steam generator movement and SSE were also found to be negligible.  

3. Divider plate analysis 

Based on the results of the tube sheet analysis the only significant 

loading condition which was applied to the divider plate was the 

internal pressure time history. The analysis was performed by using 

a finite difference, large deformation elastic-plastic dynamic
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computer program called PETROS-III. The calculated results show 

that the maximum primary-membrane stress intensity was lower than 

the value prescribed by Appendix F for inelastic component analysis.  
I



SUMMARY OF REGULATORY EVALUATION MA R 2 1978 

The review was conducted by surveying the references and the background 

information of some of the computer programs mentioned in the report. A 

number of short confirmatory calculations of tube behavior under internal 

pressure and bending, and of crack propagation in tubes with thin wall 

axial cracks were also performed. They were found to support specific 

conclusions in the report.  

The applicant was also requested to submit additional references which 

supported the analytical methods and results described in the report.  

These were examined and found to be acceptable.  

The BLODWN-2 computer code was reviewed by the NRC during the evaluation 

of the Westinghouse M1ULTIFLEX* computer code. The Topical Report Evaluation 

on MULTIFLEX was issued on June 17, 1977 (Reference 1). NIULTIFLEX is an 

extension of the BLODWN-2 code and includes the effects of fluid-structure 

interactions.  

The modeling of the PWR primary system presented in WCAP-7832 is 

the same asthat reviewed in MULTIFLEX. The modeling of the steam 

generator primary side features was approved at that time.  

During the review of the Multiflex code, two changes were required to the 

BLODWN-2 and modeling portions of the analysis. These changes carry over 

to the use of the BLODWN-2 code for this application. These changes are 

(1) the use of the correct sonic velocity and (2) the use of the correct 

radial transport distance in the pressure vessel lower plenum. These 

*WCAP-8708, "MULTIFLEX, A FORTRAN IV Computer Program for Analyziny lrHr.mal

Hydraulic-Structure System Dynamics."
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changes should be included for future analyses, for completeness. These 

changes will not have a signifitant effect on the pressure response in the 

steam generator. In addition to these changes, the break model is limited 

to either a full, complete double-ended guillotine failure or a simple slot 

rupture. A break opening time of onemilisecond is required for a licensing 

calculation.  

REGULATORY POSITION 

We find this report and subsequent supplements acceptable as a reference 

to support conclusions that tubes thinned by localized wastage or contain

ing smaller-than-critical-length thru-wall cracks will withstand LOCA 

plus SSE loads, provided the wall thickness of the tube is at least 

72% of its original nominal thickness. This value is conservative 

because of assumptions used in the analysis. Use of lesser wall thick

nesses should be justified by more refined analysis, which should be 

performed within the guidelines of R. G. 1.121, or experiment. These tubes 

may also contain longitudinal thru-wall cracks of a length which should not 

be exceeded to satisfy safety requirements under these loading conditions.  

For Model D tubes critical crack lengths are .64 inches for healthy tubes 

and .38 inches for uniformly thinned tubes, when subjected to maximum 

expected pressure differenti.al of 1485 psi.  

The report does not discuss various specific forms of degradation encountered 

since its submittal, such as denting, wastage and cracks in the support 

plates, and cracks in the U-bends. It is, therefore, deemed insufficient 

to determine the safety of these tubes with these forms of degradation.  

Furthermore, it is not applicable to later models of steam generators 

which incorporate quacre-foil tube support design.
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Finally, we find acceptable the methods of analysis used for determining 

the safety of the tube sheet and divider plate when subjected to LOCA 

and SSE, and the conclusions derived from these analyses.  

The use of the BLODWN-2 computer code, subject to the modification and 

restrictions as outlined above, is acceptable for the evaluation of the 

steam generator tube, tube sheet and divider plate under combined LOCA 

plus SSE conditions. Reference 1 presents a detailed evaluation of the 

BLODWN-2 code.  

References 

1. Letter from J. F. Stolz to-C. Eicheldinger, :Topical Report Evaluation 

of Westinghouse WCAP-8708 (P) and WCAP-8709 (NP)," June 17, 1977.
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ABSTRACT 

This report gives details of the stress analysis performed on the tubes, 

tubesheet and divider plate components of current Westinghouse 

steam generators when subjected to combined Loss-of-Coolant-Accident 

(LOCA) and Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) loads, The analysis indicates 

that the stresses in the components studied are within ASME Boiler and 

Pressure Vessel Code, Section III allowable limits.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF REPORT 

This report evaluates the structural adequacy of the primary side 

internals, specifically the tubes, tubesheet and divider plate 

of the current Westinghouse steam generator, when subjected to 

combined LOCA and SSE loadings.  

1.2 APPLICABILITY 

The results of the analysis, due to combined LOCA and SSE conditions, 

as presented in this report, are applicable to those Westinghouse 

plants having 51 Series and Model D steam generators. The seismic 

response spectrum used in the analysis represents a SSE level for 

a typical plant. Evaluation of the stresses for plants in excessively 

high seismic areas could be performed, if necessary, on a case by 

case basis. However, it should be noted that the stress contributions 

due to seismic loading amounted to about 10% of that due to LOCA 

loading in the case of the U-tube, for example, and the report shows 

that there is ample margin to accommodate additional seismic stresses.  

For the tubesheet and divider plate the seismic stresses were found 

to be negligible.  

1.3 DESCRIPTION OF STEAM GENERATOR 

The design is a vertical shell and U-tube evaporator with integral 

moisture separating equipment. The reactor coolant flows through 

inverted U-tubes, entering and leaving through nozzles located in 

the hemispherical bottom head (channel head) of the steam generator.  

The head is divided into inlet and outlet chambers by a vertical divider 

plate extending from the head to the tube sheet. The primary and 

secondary volumes of the steam generator are separated by the tubes 

and tubesheet. The tubesheet is a thick, perforated circular plate 

which connects the shell and the channel head and to which the ends 

of the U-tubes are attached. The tube bundle is supported at intervals 

by horizontal support plates, which are ported to permit flow of the 

steam-water mexture.

1.1-1



The steam generator produces steam by transferring heat from the 

reactor coolant water to a subcooled mixture. The subcooled mixture 

is formed by the mixing of saturated recirculating fluid and feedwater.  

The feedwater enters the lower shell region and flows directly into a 

preheater section where it is heated almost to saturation temperature 

before entering the boiler section. Subsequently, water-steam mixture 

flows upward through the tube bundle and into the steam drum section.  

A set of centrifugal moisture separators, located above the tube bundle, 

removes most of the entrained water from the steam.  

Steam dryers are employed to increase the steam quality to a minimum of 

99.75 percent (0.25 percent moisture). The separated moisture recirculates 

through the annulus formed by the shell and tube bundle wrapper.  

Manways are provided for access to both sides of the channel head. The 

upper shell has two bolted and gasketed access openings for inspection 

and maintenance of the dryers, which can be disassembled and removed 

through the opening.  

The steam generator shell is constructed of manganese-molybdenum steel 

plate, (ASNE SA-533). The channel head is a low alloy steel casting 

(ASME SA-216) and the tubesheet is a manganese-molybdenum steel plate, 

(ASME SA-508). The interior surfaces of the channel head and nozzles 

are clad with austenitic stainless steel. The lower surface of the tubesheet, 

in contact with the reactor coolant, is clad with Inconel. The divider 

plate in the channel head is an Inconel (ASMZE SB-168) plate.  

The 51 Series have 3388 U-Tubes of 0.875 in S.O.D. and 0.050 ins. nominal 

wall thickness; the steam generator has 4674 U-tubes of 0.75 inches O.D.  

and 0.043 inches nominal wall thickness. The tube material is Inconel 

(ASME SB-163).  

Figure 1.3-1 depicts the. Model D unit and illustrates the nomenclature 

used throughout the report and Figure 1.3-2 presents the dimensions of 

the unit. Table 1.3-1 lists the Model D design data and dimensions.
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1.4 LOADING ASSUMPTIONS 

This stress analysis required various dynamic load inputs. These were: 

1. LOCA hydraulic loads on the steam generator primary side internals, 

in the form of pressure-time histories.  

2. LOCA induced reactor coolant loop forces, transmitted to the steam 

generator supports (external shaking effects).  

3. Response of the steam generator due to SSE accelerations.  

Model D tube dimensions were used to determine load inputs for item 1.  

However, since Model D steam generator support designs have not been 

finalized at the time of writing, load inputs for the last two items 

were derived from support configurations of a typical plant having 51 

series steam generators. Typical plant layouts using either model of 

steam generator are such that the differences are considered insignificant.
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TABLE 1.3-1

MODEL D STEAM GENERATOR DESIGN DATA AND DIIENSIONS

Parameter

Primary Coolant Flow, 

Steam Flow, 

Coolant Inlet Temp., 

Coolant Outlet Temp., 

Coolant Average Temp., 

Primary Pressure drop, 

Primary Design Pressure, 

Primary Operating Pressure, 

Feedwater Temperature, 

Secondary Design Pressure, 

Tube O.D., 

Tube wall thickness, 

Number of tubes 

Heat Transfer Surface, 

Circulation Ratio

106 lb/hr 

106 lb/hr 

0F 
0F 

0F 

psi 

psig 

psig 
0F 

psig 

in.  

in.  

ft 2

Model- D 

34.6 

3.79 

618.5 

557.2 

587.9 

30.8 

2485 

2250 

440 

1185 

0.75 

0.043 

4674 

48,000 
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Figure 1.3-1 Steam Generator Nomenclature
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DETERMINATION OF INPUT LOADS

The stress analysis of the steam generator tubes, tubesheet and divider 

plate, under the faulted condition of combined LOCA plus SSE loads, re

quires various transient hydraulic and dynamic structural load inputs.  

These are: 

1. The hydraulic forces(pressure-time history of the primary coolant 

fluid) on the steam generator internals due to a rupture of a main 

coolant pipe. The pipe break used for this analysis was a double 

ended coolant pipe rupture, located in the crossover leg immediately 

outside the steam generator coolant outlet nozzle.  

2. The resultant displacement history of the steam generator supports 

due to the forces caused by the LOCA.  

3. Acceleration of the steam generator due to the SSE.  

The mathematical models and analytical techniques to determine these 

inputs are described in this chapter.  

2.1 HYDRAULIC FORCES ON INTERNALS 

The pressure-time history inside the steam generator primary side is cal

culated by the BLODWN-2[I] computer code. This code can evaluate the 

pressure and velocity transients for a maximum of 2400 locations (120 

equivalent pipes, each subdivided 20 times), in the Reactor Cooling System 

(RCS), resulting in a detailed hydraulic description, needed for this 

analysis. Figures 2.1-1 through 2.1-3 present a typical BLODWN-2 model 

of a four loop plant. Figure 2.1-1 presents a typical model of the piping 

network representing the reactor vessel inlet annulus (downcomer) region.  

Figure 2.1-2 shows how the three intact loops are combined, using appropriate 

scaling laws (from pipes #54 to #63), which are then assumed to separate 

near the end of the cold leg, so that the correct inlet conditions into the 

downcomer region is modeled. Figure 2.1-3 presents a model of the broken

2.1-1
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loop. The inlet pipes of the broken loop and the intact loops are shown 

attached to the vessel annulus in Figure 2.1-1.  

The broken loop steam generator is modeled with 5 equivalent pipes; one 

for each of the steam generator plenums and 3 for the steam generator 

tubes. Figure 2.1-4 presents the BLODWN-2 model of the broken loop steam 

generator described above. Pipes 8-12 in Figure 2.1-4 are equivalent to 

pipes 67-71 presented in the typical 4 loop BLODWN-2 model presented in 

Figure 2.1-3. Pipes 8 through 12 are subdivided into 69 nodes. BLODWN-2 

circulates the pressure-time history for each of these nodes, resulting 

in a detailed description of the pressure wave traveling through the steam 

generator tubes after initiation of LOCA.  

As a result of LOCA, several loading phenomena occur in the steam generator.  

Following LOCA, a rapid decay of the primary coolant pressure occurs which 

initiates a rarefaction wave through the steam generator primary side. The 

magnitude and rise time of this wave is important for determining the induced 

stresses in the steam generator internals.  

Following the rarefaction wave, a quasi-steady blowdown flow is established 

in the steam generator. This flow creates further hydraulic loading 

phenomena which act on the steam generator tubes; centrifugal fluid forces 

in the bend region of the tubes and frictional forces throughout the tube 

length.  

The steam generator tubes length is a relatively important parameter for 

determining the effect of the rarefaction wave on the steam generator 

primary side internals. Since the rarefaction wave travels at the speed 

of sound (-, 3000 ft/sec), the length determines the travel time through 

the tube. Pipes 9-11 in Figure 2.1-4 represent all tubes in the steam 

generator lumped together using the appropriate scaling laws. The length 

of the tube, (i.e. the sum of the lengths of pipes 9 to 11) is equal to 

the average length of all the tubes (see Figure 2.1-5), hence representing 

the behavior of an average rarefaction wave through all the tubes. This 

"1average tube" analysis is believed appropriate for analysis, of the tube
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sheet and divide.r plate, since these components should experience an average 

rarefaction wave, due to the combined effects of the pressure wave traveling 

through all the tubes.  

For the U-tube analysis, a 'largest tube' model was also examined. The 

length of the steam generator tubes in the BLODWN-2 model (Figure 2.1-6) 

was set equal to the length of the largest tube. This was a mechanistic 

approach, since the BLODWN-2 model lumps together all the tubes, to approx

imate the rarefaction waves traveling through the largest tube. It was 

determined that the 'largest tube' case was the most conservative assumption 

for the U-tube analysis. (See Section 3.1 for details of the tube analysis).  

2.1.1 DETAILED STEAM GENERATOR NODING MODEL 

For purposes of the detailed stress analysis (described later), specific 

pressure locations, or nodes, were required in the steam generator BLODWI-2 

model (Figure 2.1-4). Figures 2.1-5 shows the region of the tube in the 

U-bend region, for the representative 'average tube' down to the elevation 

of the second tube support plate, which is divided into 19 nodes. Figure 

2.1-6 presents the similar model for the 'largest tube'. The inlet and 

outlet plenums (channel head section), are also subdivided into several 

nodes. Figure 2.1-7 presents the nodes used specifically in the stress 

analysis. The model for the inlet and outlet plenums are identical for 

the 'average tube' and 'largest tube' analysis. Hence Figures 2.1-5 and 

2.1-7 represent the specific pressure locations used for the 'average tube' 

analysis (for tube sheet and divider plate stress analysis). Figures 2.1-6 

and 2.1-7 represent the specific pressure locations used for the 'largest 

tube' analysis (U-tube stress analysis only).  

2.1.2 TYPICAL PRESSURE-TINE HISTORIES 

Figures 2.1-8 to 2.1-12 present pressure-time histories generated from 

the BLODWN-2 analysis at selected nodes, for application in the U-tube 

analysis.
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Figure 3.2-1 shows the pressure-time histories in the lower inlet and 

outlet plenums, for use in the tube sheet stress evaluation.  

Figure 3.3-1 shows the pressure-time history for the divider plate analysis.
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EXTERNAL RESPONSE OF THE STFA4 GENERATOR CAUSED BY LOCA FORCES

Deflections of the steam generator caused by LOCA shaking forces were also 

obtained, for input to the structural response model. Since the Model D will 

not be in service until 1976, loop support configurations were not available.  

Consequently, a typical support design from a plant using 51 Series units 

was used for this analysis.  

Typical plant loop layouts for either model of steam generator are similar 

and the small differences between the two designs are not expected to affect 

the validity of this assumption significantly. The similarities between 

the two models may be summarized as follows: 

1) The pressure vessel shells are almost identical in overall dimensions, 

thicknesses and materials.  

2) The channel head configuration, including the divider plate in the 

lower plenum, nozzle geometry and layout, are identical.  

3) The Model D has more tubes, but of a smaller diameter than the 51 

Series, 

4) The tubesheets are the same thickness with very similar ligament efficien

cies.  

5) The feedwater inlet nozzle on the Model D has been relocated to a position 

above the tubesheet. The feedwater nozzle on the 51 Series is located 

in the upper shell section. However, it has been determined that the 

stiffness of the feedwater line piping has a negligible effect upon the 

response of the steam generator.  

6) The moisture separation equipment is significantly modified in the 

D Series unit.  

7) Design and operational characteristics are very similar.

2.2-1
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Determination of the external shaking forces are described in Sections 

2.2.1 and 2.2.2.  

2.2.1 HYDRAULIC MODELING OF LOCA EXTERNAL FORCES ON THE STEAM GENERATOR 

The Reactor Coolant Loop hydraulic forcing functions are calculated in a two 

step process, using the SATAN-V[2] computer code to generate pressure and 

flow time histories, which are used as input into the STHRUST code for the 

calculation of the hydraulic forces on the reactor coolant loops. The 

hydraulic model, for a typical four loop plant, shown in Figure 2.2-1 divides 

the Reactor Coolant System into 68 elements (control volumes). Appropriate 

scaling laws are used to combine the three intact loops represented by the 

larger of the two loops depicted in Figure 2.2-1. SATAN-V calculates pres

sure and flow time histories for all 68 elements, which are used as input 

into the STHRUST code to generate forcing functions as several pre-specified 

points in the Reactor Coolant Loops, both the intact and broken loops.  

The locations of the calculated forcing functions are shown in Figure 2.2-2.  

The next step involves the use of the FIXFM computer program which determines 

the time-history response of the Reactor Coolant Loop to LOCA loads. The 

input to this program consists of the natural frequencies, normal modes, 

applied forces and nonlinear elements. These inputs are generated by the 

WESTDYN-7 program.  

Figure 2.2-3 presents the model used for calculation of the dynamic response 

of the loops. The SATAN-V, STHRUST, FIXFM and WESTDYN-7 codes are described 

in Section 2.4.  

The shaking effect was generated as displacement histories in the three 

principal axes, to be applied to the U-tube model at the upper support 

points. Figures 2.2-4 through 2.2-6 give these applied displacement 

histories.
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2.3 SEISMIC LOADS 

2.3.1 METHOD OF DYNA~iIC SEISMIC ANALYSIS 

During an earthquake, the steam generator receives excitation from the 

motion of the reactor containment building. The dynamic response of the 

steam generator is evaluated by the response spectrum method of analysis.  

The response spectrum curve employed in the seismic analysis is an envelope 

of the floor response spectra at elevations in the reactor containment 

building corresponding to the upper and lower supports on the steam genera

tor. The vessel is supported on four pads, which are an integral part 

of the channel head casting. High strength bolts secure the support pads 

to the steam generator field support system. Upper support brackets, 

located near the junction of the lower shell and transition cone, provide 

additional lateral stability for the vessel. A 51 Series model was selected 

which was considered as having support characteristics also appropriate 

for use with a Model D. The response spectrum employed in this analysis 

is illustrated in Figure 2.3-1. The damping ratio is 1%.  

The structure is modeled by beam elements and massless elastic support 

elements, The elastic support elements, illustrated schematically by 

linear springs, are 6x6 matrices representing the stiffness of the upper 

and lower support systems. The stiffness of the attached piping is included 

in the support system. The beam element is a straight bar of uniform 

cross-section with six degrees of freedom per nodal point (three translations 

and three rotations). The element is capable of resisting axial forces, 

shear forces, bending moments and twisting moments. The influence of 

shear deformation on the laterial displacements is included so that the 

element can represent relatively deep structural shapes.  

The mathematical model is comprised of a shell beam (elements I through 18), 

a tube bundle beam (elements 19 through 33), and a separator assembly beam 

(elements 34 through 40), as shown in Figure 2.3-2. A hinge has been 

introduced at node 38 of the separator assembly beam to model the connection 

between the swirl vane cylinders and the downcomer barrels. The longitudinal 

axes of the shell, tube bundle and separator assembly beams all coincide with
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the longitudinal axis of the steam generator. The horizontal linkages, 

indicated by the double lines, represent coupling between the steam 

generator shell and the internals. The dry weight of the steam generator 

shell and internals, as well as the weight of the primary and secondary 

water, is lumped at the nodal points of the assemblage.  

Stiffness and inertia properties of the steam generator and internals are 

formulated using the direct stiffness procedure.  

The first step in the response spectrum analysis procedure is to determine 

the natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes of the idealized 

structure. Using the mode shapes, the equations of motion are uncoupled.  

By means of the response spectrum curve, the maximum stresses and deflections 

in each mode are computed. The total modal response is obtained by taking 

the square root of the sum of the squares of the maximum response in each 

mode.  

Both horizontal and vertical earthquake motions are assumed to be acting 

simultaneously. The stresses resulting from each of the three components 

of earthquake loading are computed independently, and the final stresses 

are then calculated by absolute summation.
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER CODES

2.4.1 DESCRIPTION OF BLODWN-2 CODE 

BLODWN-2 is a digital computer program for calculation of local fluid 

pressure, flow and density transients that occur in reactor coolant systems 

during a loss of coolant accident. This program applies to the subcooled, 

transition and saturated two-phase blowdown regimes. The Code can evaluate 

the pressure and velocity transients for a maximum of 2400 locations (120 

equivalent pipes subdivided 20 times each).  

BLODWN-2 is based on the method of characteristics wherein the resulting 

set of ordinary differential equations, obtained from the laws of con

servation of mass, momentum and energy are solved numerically utilizing 

a fixed mesh in both space and time.  

Although spatially one-dimensional conservation laws are employed, the 

code can be applied to describe three-dimensional system geometries through 

the use of the equivalent piping networks. Such piping networks may con

tain any number of pipes or channels of various diameters, dead ends, 

branches (with up to six pipes connected to each branch)'contractions, 

expansions, orifices, pumps and free surfaces (such as in a pressurizer).  

All types of system losses (such as friction, contraction, expansion, etc.) 

are considered.  

The adequacy of the BLODWN-2 code to predict acoustic wave behavior following 

a pipe rupture has been demonstrated by comparing BLODWN-2 calculation 

with various experimental results.[
3 1 

2.4.2 DESCRIPTION OF SATAN-V CODE 

SATAN-V is a comprehensive digital computer program developed to simulate 

the entire range of the hydraulic transients caused by a loss-of-coolant 

accident in a Pressurized Water Reactor System. The code is capable
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of describing the transient from the initial subcooled to transition, 

two-phase, and saturated steam blowdown.  

The code uses the one-dimensional lumped parameter approach in which 

the entire primary loop system is divided into a maximum of 96 elements 

or equivalent flow branches. The fluid properties are considered uniform 

and thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed, in each element.  

Pump characteristics, pump coast down and cavitation, core and steam 

generator heat transfer including the W-3 DNB correlation are incorporated 

in the simulation. A bubble rise-steam separation model and nuclear 

kinetics considerations are also included in the code.  

The adequacy of the SATAN code to predict the hydraulic behavior during 

blowdown of the Reactor Coolant System, has been verified by comparing 

SATAN calculations with various experimental results.  

2.4.3 DESCRIPTION OF STHRUST CODE 

The STHRUST code computes blowdown hydraulic loads on the primary loop 

components from the blowdown information calculated by the SATAN-V code.  

The entire primary system is represented by the same two-loop model 

employed in the SATAN-V blowdown calculation.  

The force nodes are selected along the two-loop gepmetric model of a 

reactor plant where the vector forces and their components in a global 

coordinate system are calculated. Each force node is associated with 

a control volume which may contain one of the two blowdown (SATAN) control 

volumes depending on the location of the force node in the system. Each 

force control volume in turn, has one or two associated apertures (flow 

areas). The force is calculated at each aperture.  

The major input information required for the code are: 

1. Blowdown hydraulic information which is read directly from the 

SATAN-V result tape.
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2. The orientation of the force node in the system which is input 

as three projection coefficients along the three coordinate axes 

of the global coordinate system.  

2.4.4 DESCRIPTION OF FIXFM CODE 

FIXFM is a digital computer program which determines the time-history 

response of a three-dimensional structure excited by an internal forcing 

function. FIXFM accepts normalized mode shapes, natural frequencies, 

forcing functions and an initial deflection vector. Inputs are determined 

by the WESTDYN-7 program. The program sets up the model differential 

equations of motion, which are then solved numerically by a predictor

corrector technique of numerical integration. The modal contributions 

are summed at various nodal or mass points throughout the structure 

to derive the actual time-history response.  

2.4.5 DESCRIPTION OF WESTDYN-7 PROGRAM 

WESTDYN, a Westinghouse adaption of the A. D. Little Co. program[5] 

is a special purpose program for the static and dynamic analysis of re

dundant piping systems with arbitrary loads and boundary conditions.  

It computes, at any point in the piping system, the forces, deflections, 

and stresses that result from the imposed anchor or junction loads, thermal 

gradients in the system, and gravity loads, in any combination of the 

three orthogonal axes. The piping system may contain a number of sections, 

a section being defined as a sequence of straight and/or curved members 

lying between two network points. A network point is 1) a junction of 

two or more pipes, 2) an anchor or any point at which motion is prescribed, 

or 3) any arbitrary point.  

Any location in the system may sustain prescribed loads or may be sub

ject to elastic constraint in any of its six degrees of freedom. For 

example, hangers may be arbitrarily spaced along a section and may be of 

the rigid, flexible, or constant force type.
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The response to seismic excitation is analyzed by normal mode, response 

spectral superposition technique with a lumped mass system. The eigen

value routines used are the Jacobi rotation and the Givens-Householder 
[6] 

schemes[. The maximum spectral acceleration is applied for each mode 

at its corresponding frequency from response spectra to obtain the amplitude 

of the modal coordinate for each mode. A basic assumption is that the 

maximum modal excitation of each mode occur simultaneously. The forces, 

deflections, support reactions, and stresses are calculated for each signi

ficant mode. The total response is computed by combining the contributions 

of the significant modes by several methods, one of which is the square 

root of the sum of the squares method.  

The applicability and validity of the WESTDYNI program has been demonstrated 

by running test problems and comparing the results from this program with 

the results of hand calculations, other programs, etc. A summary of these 

test problems is described in Reference [7].  

2.4.6 DESCRIPTION OF SEISMIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

The response spectrum method is used for the seismic analysis of the 

steam generator. The structure is idealized by beam elements with up to 

six degrees of freedom per joint. In addition, pin-jointed bar elements 

and elastic support elements can be used in the structural idealization.  

Two computer programs, SHAKE2 and RESPAN, were written to perform the 

numerical computations. A description of the input data to the programs 

is presented, and example problems are given in Reference [8]. Output 

from program SHAKE2 includes the natural frequencies and mode shapes for 

the structure. RESPAN gives estimates of the maximum displacements, 

accelerations, forces, moments and stresses developed in the structure 

during the earthquake.
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3.0 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

3.1 TUBE ANALYSIS 

3.1.1 DISCUSSION OF LOADING 

Loading on the steam generator U-tubes under the faulted condition of 

the combined LOCA plus SSE is the summation of several effects. It consists 

of the pressure history resulting from a severance of the primary piping 

which for the purposes of this report is considered at the steam generator 

coolant outlet nozzle, the resultant shaking of the unit at its supports, 

and the loads imposed on the unit as a result of a SSE. Each contribution 

is studied independently, and the results superimposed.  

As a result of LOCA, there are several loading phenomena which must 

be considered on the U-bend region due to the rapid decay of pressure 

within the tube. The first is the pressure history which manifests 

itself primarily as a rarefaction wave. The rarefaction wave data was 

generated in a primary coolant loop analysis which modeled the largest 

radius U-bend tube.  

Following the rarefaction wave, a quasi-steady blowdown flow is established 

in the U-tube. This flow creates two other loading phenomena on the 

tube; centrifugal fluid forces in the bend region and frictional forces 

throughout the tube length.  

The loading contribution due to shaking of the steam generator, induced 

by the pipe break, is obtained from a study of a 51 Series steam gene

rator which has support characteristics considered to be also representative 

of a typical Model D unit. In this assumption, consideration was given 

to the comparison of support stiffnesses and steam generator weight 

distributions. The components of displacement caused by LOCA are input 

to the steam generator tube model at the upper support points.  

In the case of loads imposed on the U-tubes due to the SSE, the seismic 

loads were derived from analysis of a 51 Series Unit.
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3.1.2 LOADS ON TUBES

3.1.2.1 Assumptions 

The analysis of the tube bundle shown in Figure 3.1-1, when subjected 

to LOCA and deadweight loading is accomplished through the use of 

the time-history capability of the STASYS computer code. [91 The STASYS 

model consists of three-dimensional elastic-pipe elements, both straight 

and curved.  

The transition from the tube bundle to model employed several assumptions.  

These were: 

1. Only the largest radius tube in the bundle was modeled. It was 

determined that this tube is the most severely loaded in addition 

to being the most flexible.  

2. A conservative approach to the problem was taken by neglecting 

the U-tube anti-vibration bars. It has been previously determined 

that they do not significantly affect in-plane response of the 

tube bundle. Therefore, the mass of the tube bundle is not 

coupled to the modeled tube.  

The largest bend radius, minimum wall tube is modeled with the wall 

thickness it is expected to have after forty (40) years of service 

(erosion causing a slight thinning). These tube dimensions are, for 

the Model D; 

t = 0.036 ins.  

O.D. = 0.754 ins.  

B = 53.25 ins.  

Where t = wall thickness, ins.  

O.D. = outside diameter, ins.  

RB= tube bend radius, ins.
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Figure 3.1-2 shows the finite element model with its nodal points 

specified. The model extends to the second tube support plate, located 

at nodes 1 and 19. The uppermost support plate is located by nodes 

4 and 16. Each of the support plate nodes are simply supported in 

the X and Y directions and pinned in the Z direction.  

The node locations on the U-tube in the loop analysis pressure history 

correspond to those nodes specified in the finite element model used 

for the U-tube response study. Graphical representation of the pressure 

history at several nodes is shown in Figures 2.1-8 through 2.1-12.  

The displacements, due to the shaking of the steam generator induced 

by the pipe break, are imposed on the nodes representing the two uppermost 

support plates, namely nodes 1 and 19, and 4 and 16. Figures 2.2-4, 

2.2-5 and 2.2-6 depict these X, Y, and Z components, respectively.  

The tube material properties are from AS1ME Section III Code and 

are those of the Nickel-Chrome-lron alloy designated as SB-163 (Inconel).  

The elastic properties at 600*F are: 

E = 29.2 x 106 psi 

= 0.3 

where: 

E = the Modulus of Elasticity 

v = Poisson's Ratio 

The tube elements are attributed a density, p, composed of the sum of 

P = PT + PF + PS
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wher e:

p T = the density of the tube material 

PC = the density of the fluid within the tube 

PF = the density of the secondary fluid displaced by the tube.  

The value p F is taken at its minimum value during the pressure history, 
3 3 

which is 0.01736 lbs/in3. The tube material density is 0.304 ib/in , and PS 

is calculated at the normal operating conditions and found to be 0.002382 
3 

lb/in . Therefore, the material density is input as: 

lb-sec2 

p = 0.00083871 
4 

in 

Also incorporated in the STASYS model is a mass damping coefficient for the 

structure. From Reference (9), this quantity is input as a, where: 

a= 4'rf 

with E = fraction of critical damping, % 

f = expected frequency, hz 

Previous studies on similar steam generator tube bundles indicate that 

the natural frequency of the large 51 Series U-tube is approximately 6 hz.  

Assuming a Model D tube will have approximately the same natural frequency 

and assuming a generally accepted value of 1% damping, the resulting mass 

damping coefficient is: 

a = 0.7539 

3.1.2.2 Secondary Blowdown Effects 

The centrifugal and frictional forces, caused by the quasi-steady blowdown 

phase, are calculated below; 

1. The centrifugal force per unit length is 

Wc = Mz V2 

R 
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where:

M£ fluid mass per unit length 

pA/g 

V fluid velocity 

R = tube bend radius 

This force is directed. radially outward and has a peak value of 6.1 

lb/ft for a 5 ft. radius bend and a 14.1 lb/in for a 2-3/16 in. radius 

bend. These numbers are calculated by taking the worst combination 

of mass velocity and density from the large tube output.  

2. The friction force per unit length is given by 

f L AV2 

Wf D2g 

where: 

f = 0.015 

D = the tube diameter (0.718 in) 

p = density 

V = velocity 

g = gravity 

L = characteristic length 

Applying the largest mass velocity and lowest density encountered in 

the pressure history study (Mass velocity = 3300 lbs/sec-ft2 and p = 

31 lb/ft 3) results in 

Wf = 3.86 tlb-s 
f ft.  

The centrifugal and friction forces calculated above contribute insignificant 

stresses in comparison to the rarefaction wave loading as may be seen in the 

following sections.
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3.1.3 STRESS LIMITS

The stress limits imposed on the U-tubes under Faulted condition limits 

are provided in the Appendix F criteria.[11] For an elastic system analysis 

and an elastic component analysis the stress limits for nuclear components 

are: 

P < the smaller of 2.4S or 0.70 S 
m m u 

P + PB < the smaller of 3.6S or 1.05 S mn m u 

where: 

P = Primary Membrane Stress, psi 

PB = Primary Bending Stress, psi 

S = Allowable Stress Intensity at temperature[ , psi 

S = ultimate stress from engineering stress-strain curve 
u 

at temperature, psi 

For the tube material, SB-163, with a specified minimum yield of 35 KSI[ 1 

at temperature, 

S = 26,000 psi 

and 

S = 75,000 psi 

applying these values results in the stress limits of: 

P = 52,500 psi = 0.7S 
in u 

P + PB = 78,750 psi = 1.05 S 

3.1.4 RESULTS FOR A HEALTHY TUBE 

3.1.4.1 Combined Stresses for All Loads 

The results presented here are stress intensities generated in a tube 

with D series proportions, thinned after forty years service, and lacking 

any flaws, when loaded by a combination of LOCA and SSE effects.
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The Primary Membrane Stress Intensity is a maximum at t=0 seconds, when 

the tube is under the influence of its highest internal pressure differ

ential. At this point in time: 

P = 16,790 psi m 

This stress is calculated from torus geometry equations, as applicable 

to the U-bend region, using the smallest tube bend radius.  

The maximum response of the U-tube to the combined LOCA effects (rare

faction wave plus external shaking) is shown on-Figures 3.1-3 through 

3.1-12, for selected node points. Primary Membrane plus Primary Bending 

Stress Intensity (P m+P B) is found to be a maximum at the location associated 

with node 16, shown in Figure 3.1-11, at T=0.06 seconds after the primary 

coolant outlet line severance. This value, combined with the maximum seismic 

bending stress of 5,000 psi (see section 3.1.5.2 part 3) is: 

Pm + PB = 55,000 psi.  

Each of the values presented are within the specified limits of: 

P < 52,500 psi m 

Pm + PB < 78,750 psi.  

In obtaining the results for the combination of the loading phenomena due 

to LOCA, several conservative assumptions are made. The STASYS computer 

code output gives values of maximum stress at a specific plane on the tube 

length, but it does not indicate circumferentially on the plane, where the 

stress occurs. In the multi-degree of freedom system studied here, these 

stress locations may be located anywhere around the circumference, regardless 

of this fact, it was convenient to superimpose all values absolutely at 

a given output location. The final stress output, also reflects the combination 

of twice the maximum shear stress for each of the rarefaction and shaking 

effects. Finally, the seismic stresses are superimposed absolutely on 

the stress effects due to LOCA. The maximum seismic stress intensity found 

on the tube's worst location is assumed to occur at every location on 

the model.
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Stresses Due to Individual Loads

1. Pressure History 

The effects of the rarefaction wave in the large tube are graphically repre

sented in terms of stresses, in Figures 3.1-8 through 3.1-17, and displace

ments in Figures 3.1-18 through 3.1-22.  

Several locations of the U-tube are selected to give a representative picture 

of the output for times between 0.0 seconds and 0.5 seconds which represented 

the period of maximum load application. The locations chosen correspond 

to nodal points 4, 8, 10, 12 and 16 for the stresses, and nodal points 5, 7, 

10, 13 and 15 for the deflections. The location of these points can be 

found in Figure 3.1-2.  

The stress output depicts: the axial component of stress due to pressure, 

the maximum bending stress at the outer wall, the maximum stress on the 

outer wall, and the minimum stress on the outer wall. These figures show 

that the bending stress, due to the rarefaction wave, is the major contributor 

to the stress level in the tubes.  

The bending stress is a maximum at the upper tube support plates. At node 

location 16, the maximum stress reaches a value of 48,000 psi, at t=0.06 

seconds. (See Figure 3.1-17).  

The frictional force due to the quasi-steady blowdown flow in the tube 

is calculated to be a maximum of 3.86 lb/ft. This force corresponds 

to a shear stress of less than 2 psi and is therefore negligible.  

The load from the fluid centrifugal force in the U-tube region causes 

less than 400 psi axial stress in the tube. This was considered negligible.  

A study was made on the bending which occurs in the U-tube region due 

to the variation of fluid mass and velocity with position. It was found 

that there is less than a one pound change in centrifugal force around 

the tube and therefore the bending stress arising are also neglected.
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2. Effects on tube bundle of support movement due to LOCA

The effect of the shaking of the steam generator due to the forces associated 

with the severance of the primary coolant outlet pipe, is represented graph

ically in Figures 3.1-23 through 3.1-27, for the induced stresses; and 

in Figures 3.1-28 through 3.1-41 for in-plane and out-of-plane displacements.  

The maximum stress value which is also very nearly the maximum bending 

stress, reaches a peak of 12,500 psi. This value occurs at node 10 at 

t=0.2 seconds, as shown in Figure 3.1-25.  

Comparison of these values with the rarefaction wave effect indicates this 

to be a secondary effect on the tube stresses.  

3. Tube Bundle Response due to SSE 

The seismic stresses developed in the steam generator tubes are summarized 

in Table 3.1-1. The maximum normal stresses(SIGI and SIGJ) at the ends 

of each element, together with the maximum shear stress (TAU), is printed 

for the SSE loading. Node I denotes the lower end of the element, while 

node J denotes the upper end. Element and nodal point numbers refer to 

the mathematical model illustrated in Figure 2.3-2. The values given 

represent the maximum stresses that are expected to occur as a result of 

the simultaneous application of the three components of the design basis 

earthquake. Since earthquakes are oscillatory in nature, the sign on these 

quantities can be either plus or minus, i.e. tensile or compressive.  

The maximum normal stress in the tube bundle, 5.0 ksi, occurs at the elevation 

of the uppermost tube support plate (node 34, Figure 2.3-2) and is primarily 

due to bending.  

3.1.5 PERMISSIBLE CRACK LENGTHS FOR A HEALTHY TUBE 

Since tube flaws, when they occur, do so in the vicinity of the tubesheet 

region, this area of the tube has been investigated for maximum permissible 

flaw sizes under SSE plus LOCA loads. The loads on a given tube consist
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of those due to rotation of the tube sheet caused by the rarefaction 

wave and the loads due to modal response of the tube under seismic and 

blowdown shaking.  

Tube stresses due to LOCA have been conservatively estimated as due to the 

pressure differential across the tube, which is a maximum at normal operating 

conditions just prior to the pipe rupture; plus those due to the maximum 

encountered rotation, e, of the tube sheet. The shortest tube length, L, 

investigated is that between the top of the tubesheet and the first baffle 

plate. Both ends are assumed to carry a moment, (See Figure 3.1-40).  

The maximum rotation of the tube sheet is derived from the tubesheet analysis.  

emax about the divider lane = 0.64 x 10-3 degrees 

e normal to the divider lane = 0.34 x 10-3 degrees 

=/ 2 2 -3 =-3 
fmax = V(0.64 + 0.342) x 10 = 0.72 x 10 degrees 

The rotation in the plane of the tubesheet is 0.13 x 10-3 degrees and is 

considered negligible. From Roark[ 13, for a beam with one end fixed and 

one end supported with an end couple: 

4E18 
Mmax = Mo= L 

L 

MR 4ERe 
omax- I L 

E = 29.2 x 1O6 psi 

-3 13x1-6raas 

emax = 0.72 x 10 degrees --13 x 10 radians 

Rmax = 0.377 in.  

Lmin = 7.0 in.
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qmax = +
4 x 29.2 x 106 x 0.377 x 13 x 10-6 

7.0

axial 

= +80 psi 

As can be seen, tubesheet rotation and the stresses induced by this effect 

are negligible.  

Flaws in Westinghouse steam generator tubes have been predominantly oriented 

in the axial direction. Tests at Westinghouse with tubes loaded by combined 

internal pressure and axial bending moment and with axial slots simulating 

typical flaws, have shown that the axial loads do not significantly affect 

crack propagation until the axial stress is increased to levels close 

to the tube yield stress.  

The stresses caused by the pressure differential across the tube are cal

culated by: 

_PR 

a h _p PR aPR 
hoop - axial 2t 

For D series tube proportions, 

AP m = 1485 psi (maximum expected operating AP) max 

R = 0.359 in 
mean

t , = 0.036 in min 

" hoop= 14,800 psi 

" axial= 7, 4 00 psi
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Blowdown shaking also introduces additional stresses. Since the stress 

in the straight tube section near the U-bend region due to its dynamic 

response, is higher than that near the tube sheet, this stress is used.  

In the top, straight section, the maximum stress due to shaking is 8100 psi, 

(see Fig. 3.1-23). Additional axial bending stress due to seismic response 

in the tubesheet vicinity, from the seismic analysis, is: 

a = + 1000 psi 

max

The combined axial stresses are: 

D Series 

Pressure -
7400 psi 

LOCA Shaking 8100 psi 

Seismic -
1000 psi 

Total 16,500 psi 

Tube material yield stress, at 6000F is [12] 

Sy = 35000 psi 

As can be seen, the combined axial stresses are approximately 50% of 

yield stress and will therefore not be considered as contributing to 

crack propagation.  

The hoop stress due to internal pressure is the most significant stress 

tending to cause crack formation. Considering the D series tube: 

ahoop = 14800 psi 

From Reference [141, Equation 2, the maximum permissible flaw size is 

derived from: 

af = a h. M
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where:

Cf = flow stress, psi = SY2.4 + Su from Ref. 6 

Sy = yield stress, psi 

Su = ultimate stress, psi 

ah = nominal hoop stress, here equated to the stress intensity 

M = f(X) = stress magnification factor from Fig. 3.1-41 

x2  
/12 (1- 2) Rt/1 

C = half crack length, ins 

R = mean radius, ins 

t = tube wall thickness, ins 

v= Poissons Ratio 

For the minimum geometry tube and using nominal material properties; 

Sy = 35000 psi, at 6000F(1 2 ] 

Su = 75000 psi, at 600OF' 1 

af = Sy + Su = 45800 psi 
2.4 

From the referenced equation 

a -f 45,800 

ah 14,800 

=3.1 

From Fig. 3.1-41 

X = 5.0, for M = 3.1 

from X2 =2 12(i-v2) 

C2 x2 Rt , and with R = 0.359 ins; t = 0.036 ins. for the 'D' 

!12 (1-vZ) series tube geometry.  

(5.0)2 x 0.359 x 0.036 

in•.92 

C =0.32 in.
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Therefore the total allowable crack length is 0.64 inch for the 'D' series

3.1.6 TUBE THINNING

An investigation was performed to determine the margin of tube wall thinning 

which could be tolerated without exceeding ASME Code, Section III Faulted 

Condition stress limits when subjected to combined LOCA and SSE loads.  

Section 3.1.3 outlines the Faulted Condition limits; these are:

Allowable Primary Membrane Stress, Pm = 52,500 psi 

Allowable combined Primary Membrane and Bending Stress, Pm+ PB = 78,750 psi

A parametric study, varying the tube wall thickness showed that D Series 

tubes with a minimum wall thickness of:

t = 0.026 in. (0.75 in. nominal diameter tubing)

would have combined bending and membrane stresses of: 

Pm + PB = 75,100 psi (0.75 in. nominal diameter) 

which is less than the allowable limit.  

For the 51 Series Steam Generator tubing (0.875 in nominal diameter and 

0.050 in. nominal wall thickness) a- simplified calculation to determine 

minimum uniform wall thickness based on combined LOCA and SSE loading 

conditions and ASME Code, Section III, Faulted Condition stress limits 
results in a value of 0.021 in. This thickness results in combined 

bending and membrane stress of:

Pm + Pb = 72,800 psi (0.875 in. nominal diameter tube)
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The analysis for the study (on the D Series tubing) was identical to 

that described earlier in Section 3.1.1, with the exception of the tube 

wall thickness being 26 mils. Figures 3.1-42 through 3.1-46 give the 

stresses at the various node locations, due to the LOCA rarefaction wave; 

Figures 3.1-47 through 3.1-51 give the stresses at the various node 

locations due to shaking caused by LOCA; Figure 3.1-52 shows the maximum 

stress intensity which occurs at Node 16.  

The Primary Membrane Stress Intensity is a maximum at t = 0 seconds, when 

the tube is Under the influence of its highest internal pressure. At this 

point in time: 

Pm = 23,000 psi 

This stress is calculated from torus geometry equations, as applicable 

to the U-bend region using the smallest bend radius. The Primary Membrane 

plus Primary.Bending Stress Intensity (Pm + PB) is found to be a maximum 

at the location associated with node 16, shown in Figure 3.1-52 at t = .06 

seconds after the primary coolant outlet line severance. Th'is value, when 

combined with the maximum seismic bending stress of 5000 psi, is, 

Pm + PB = 75,100 psi 

Summary 

The minimal wall thicknesses determined here are based on several degrees 

of conservatism. First, the maximum stress values which occur at different 

locations in the tube bundle'have been treated as if they acted at the 

same point. Second, the maximum stress levels resulting from each 

*-The varfo-us a-xial and circumferential (clock) positions, and the stress 

orientations at a specific point have been treated as an absolute summation
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contributing load do not necessarily occur simultaneously; but are 

assumed to be simultaneous. Third, the ASME Faulted Condition stress 

limits are conservative when based on Engineering Stress-Strain Curves 

for determination of ultimate stress. A comparison of developed stresses 

for any given plastic strain in Figure 3.3-4 against that of Figure 3.3-5 

illustrates this point.  

The mimimum wall thicknesses given here were governed by the conservatively 

assumed stress state at a particular location in the tube bundle (Node 16, 

tangent to the curved, U-bend region). The minimum wall thickness required 

to sustain LOCA plus SSE loadings at other locations (e.g., straight section 

above the tube sheet: Node Location 1) would be substantially lower as can 

be seen in Figures 3.1-3 through 3.1-1 for various Nodal locations.
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Summary 

Table 3.1-2 summarizes tube wall thickness and the equivalent stresses 

generated by combined DBA plus SSE loads.  

3.1.7 EXTERNAL PRESSURE EFFECTS 

Subsequent to primary system blowdown, the differential pressure across 

the tubes will be secondary side pressure minus containment back pressure.  

Westinghouse tests of the 51 seris7/8 in. diameter, 0.050 in. wall 

straight tube indicate that a collapse pressure of 6400 psi at room 

temperature was obtained, for annealed Inconel material of 51,000 psi 

yield strength, at 0% tube ovality. An analytical correlation based on 

plastic limit analysis was developed in order that extrapolation of test 

results to tubes of different yield strength and wall thickness would be 

possible. This correlation was applied to determine the predicted 

collapse pressure for straight Inconel tubing with minimum yield strength 

for the ASTM material at design temperature and minimum specified wall 

thickness. This results in a collapse pressure of approximately 3000 psi 

for 0% ovality and 1830 psi for the maximum allowable 5% ovality at 600 0 F.  

Tests on U-bend specimens
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of different radii show that collapse pressure increases with reduced 

bend radius and is always higher than the straight tube due to toroidal 

surface curvature effects.
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TABLE 3.1-1 

SSE STRESSES IN STEAM GENERATOR TUBES

ELEMENT

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33

SIGI 

1.0 

1.0 

.8 

.9 

.8 

1.0 

.9 

.8 

.8 

.8 

.8 

1.0 

1.8 

2.4 

5.0

SIGJ 

1.0 

.8 

.9 

.8 

1.0 

.9 

.8 

.8 

.8 

.8 

1.0 

1.8 

2.4 

5.0 

.1

TAU 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.i.  

.i 

.1

Notes: 

(1) Units . . . ksi 

(2) Node and element numbers refer to Figure 2.3-2 

(3) Maximum normal stress = 5.0 ksi 

(4) See page 3.1-9 for definitions of stresses



TABLE 3.1-2 

STRESSES DUE TO TUBE THINNING

Wall Thick
ness, ins.  

0.036(1) 

0.026 

0.021

Nominal Tube 
Diameter, ins.  

0.75 

0.75 

0.875

Tube Type 

Model D 

Model D 

Series 51

Combined Primary Membrane 
and Bending Stresses, 

P m+ PB" psi 
m+ 

(2) 
55,000 

75,100(2) 

72,800(2)

Notes: 

(1) Minimum D Series tube (0.039 in.) less 0.003 in. (estimated 40 year erosion) 

(2) Allowable Faulted Condition Combined P + P3 = 78,750 psi In B
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Figure 3.1-5 Maximum Stress Intensity on Tube Outer Wall 
Node Location 4 - Total LOCA Effect
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Figure 3.1-6 Maximum Stress Intensity on Tube Outer Wall 
Node Location 6 - Total LOCA Effect
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Figure 3.1-7 Maximum Stress Intensity on Tube Outer Wall 
Node Location 8 - Total LOCA Effect
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Figure 3.1-9 Maximum Stress Intensity on Tube Outer Wall 
Node Location 12 - Total LOCA Effect
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Node Location 14 - Total LOCA Effect
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Figure 3.1-12 Maximum Stress Intensity on Tube Outer Wall 
Node Location 17 - Total LOCA Effect
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Figure 3.1-13 Stresses at Node Location 4 Due to LOCA Pressure History
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Figure 3.1-16 Stresses at Node Location 12 Due to LOCA Pressure History
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Figure 3.1-17 Stresses at Node Location 16 Due to LOCA Pressure History
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Figure 3.1-19 In-Plane Displacement of Node Location 7 
Due to LOCA Pressure History
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Figure 3.1-23 Stresses at Node Location 4 Due to LOCA Displacement 
History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-24 Stresses at Node Location 7 Due to LOCA Displacement 
History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-25 Stresses at Node Location 10 Due to LOCA 
Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-27 Stresses at Node Location 16 Due tc LOCA 

Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-28 In-Plane Displacements of Node Location 5 Due to LOCA Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-29 In-Plane Displacements of Node Location 7 
Due to LOCA Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-30 In-Plane Displacements of Node Location 10 
Due to LOCA Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-35 Out-of-Plane Displacements of Node Location 9 Due to 

LOCA Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-36 Out-of-Plane Displacements of Node Location 10 Due to 

LOCA Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-37 Out-of-Plane Displacements of Node Location 11 Due to 
LOCA Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-39 Out-of-Plane Displacements of Node Location 14 Due to 

LOCA Displacement History on Steam Generator
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Figure 3.1-42 Stresses at Node Location 4 Due to LOCA 
Pressure History. Wall Thickness = .026"
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Figure 3.1-44 Stresses at Node Location 10 due to LOCA 

Pressure History. Wall Thickness = .026"
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Figure 3.1-45 Stresses at Node LocatTon 13 Due to LOCA 
Pressure History. Wall Thickness = .026"
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Figure 3.1-47 Stresses at Node Location 4 Due to LOCA 
Displacement History on Steam Generator.  
Wall Thickness = .026'
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Figure 3.1-48 Stresses at Node Location 7 Due to LOCA 
Displacement History on Steam Generator.  
Wall Thickness = .026"
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Figure 3.1-49 Stresses at Node Location 10 due to LOCA 
Displacement History on Steam Generator.  
Wall Thickness = .026"
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Figure 3.1-50 Stresses at Node Location 13 Due to LOCA 
Displacement History on Steam Generator.  
Wail Thickness = .026"
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Figure 3.1-51 Stresses at Node Location 16 due to LOCA 
Displacement History on Steam Generator.  
Wall Thickness = .026"
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Figure 3.1-52 Maximum Stress Intensity on Tube Outer Wall 
at Node Location 16. Total LOCA Effects Vs.  
Time. Wall Thickness = .026"
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